
FACT SHEET |BORGO I  VICELLI

Boutique Relais and Evo gourmet restaurant

OVERVIEW
Borgo I Vicelli is an historical hamlet framed by the marvelous Florentine Chianti 
Hills amidst olive groves and the magical atmosphere of the Tuscan country-side. 
16th century village, the Borgo consists of four rural buildings where there are our 
charming rooms and luxury suites, the antique Mill dedicated to the Borgo’s leisure 
activities and events and the nineteenth century Villa  surrounded by luxurian garden, 
the perfect location for the 9x18 metres open-air Swimming Pool exposed to the sun 
all the day. In front of the pool  the EVO Gourmet Restaurant Al 588 featured in the 
best guides. 
Borgo I Vicelli provides an ideal milieu for arranging unique and elegant events like 
weddings and any kind of celebration and can be enjoyed for relaxing moments on 
holiday far from any chaos or stress. At the same time, being a short distance from 
Florence city center  and  near to the highway A1 exit, it is ideal for  business meeting, 
international conventions, new product launches and presentations, company training 
courses and team building activities. 

LOCATION
Borgo I Vicelli is located in an estate of 17 hectares of olive trees, reserve 
for the restocking of the animals that drink from  the little lake full of water 
lilies. The Borgo has a strategic position to explore the whole region and its 
traditions as towards Florence (far from only 12 kilometers) as towards to 
the most desirable and renowened areas of Chianti and Casentino. It is also 
on the way to go shopping to the famous luxury outlet “the Mall” of Incisa.  

GENERAL INFORMATIONS
Management: Matilde Grechi and Giulia Franco
Closing period: 20th January- 1st march 
Pet friendly Hamlet
Treatment: B&B, FB, HBD, HBL
Accommodation: 22 charme rooms/suites
Restaurant “Al588”
Enoteca 
Olioteca 
Wood burning oven in the Small Paved Square 
Swimming pool with salt system t 18X9 mt. adorned with elegant fournishing 
Aristic Sound system  in the swimming pool and terrace area
Spa with iacuzzi/sauna and area relax 
Meeting room: 2 (Olivaia / Limonaia)
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GUEST SERVICES
Reception (9am-7pm)
Tour and concierge desk
Airport taxi and shuttle service on request 
Multi-lingual staff
Free parking
Catering service at the “al588” restaurant
Sommelier service 
Bar service from 11am to 7pm 
Continental buffet breakfast with American coffee, cappuccino, espresso, tea, milk, 
juices, bread, homemade cakes and jam, croissant, bacon, eggs, cold cuts and cheeses, 
cornflakes and cereals (from 8:30 am to 10:30 am)
Lunch with salads /snacks /pasta (from may 1st to October 30th from 12:30 am to 3 pm)
Dinner with menu “à la carte” from 7:30pm to 10:30pm 
Sale of organic extra virgin olive oil “al588” produced in the Borgo
Swimming pool open from 9 am to 7:30 pm (from May to October)
Spa with exclusive use on reservation open from 9:30am to 7:00pm
Massages and beauty treatments on request
Internet wi-fi in all the Borgo’s area
Daily cleaning in the rooms
Laundry and drying service

TYPE OF ROOMS
Our charme rooms (about 20mq. each) and suites are furnished with simple elegance 
and attentive care of details: from the choice of materials to the interior design, 
everything was conceived for the harmony between Tuscan tradition, refined elegance 
and modern comfort. The bathrooms are spacious and elegant with large shower area 
with a rain shower or tub to meet the needs of all guests.
14 double charme rooms  
1 double charme room with balcony
3 twin charme rooms with French beds
2 family charme rooms with a shared bathroom 
Family suite “la Tortora” (75mq) on two levels with a large kitchen, living room with 
sofa bed; on the upper floor  double bedroom with bathroom and balcony 
Luxury wedding suite “la Colomba” (45 mq) - A two-room apartment with a large 
bedroom and  boudoir becomes a sunny retreat thanks to its big French window overlooking 
the square with direct access to the village.

ROOM FEATURES

Double bed or twin French bed 
Double sized sofa bed in family suite living room
Wheelchair accessible room available 
Walk-in closet (available in some rooms)
Flat-screen satellite TV 
Multi-lingual channels 
Bathroom with shower/tub
Hair dryer
Minibar
Safe

Kettle for tea /coffee
Air conditioning/Heating
Free wi-fi
Complementary toiletry line
Linen and bathroom towels
Pool towels 
Bathrobe and slippers for wellness area 
on request
Mosquito net on the windows
Luggage rack 
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MEETING/EVENT SPACE
The old Mill, with the beautiful arched windows  overlooking  the panoramic terrace, 
is a meeting/event space with  two rooms with air conditioning or heating, toilette 
and wardrobe.
Olivaia room (55 mq) is ideal for different uses (as theatre, horseshoe, unique table 
or more working tables) thanks to its architectonical structure and it has an excellent 
sound. The four big windows, with a beautiful view on florentine hills, give light and 
air to the room. The darkening curtains are ideal for conferences and projections.
Limonaia room (45mq), good for meeting or back-up, is used for moments of relax 
as coffee break and aperitivos.  

EQUIPMENT INCLUDED
Table for speakers, room disposition (as theatre, horseshoe, unique table or more 
work tables), Hospitality desk, Projector, Screen, Wi-Fi, Flipchart and markers, 
Pointer, water, coffee station and chancery. 
On request call conference, rental equipment (printers, microphones, sound 
systems, ..), shuttle professional team (hostess, technicians), simultaneous translation 
personalized gadgets (also cans and bottles of Borgo organic extra virgin olive oil), 
Team building.

COFFEE BREAK

OLIVAIA ROOM

LIMONAIA ROOM
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RESTAURANT “AL 588”
An innovative Evo gourmet restaurant with indoor and outdoor poolside lounges 
with a capacity for 40 persons. The restaurant uses all the typical products at km 
0, including fruit and greens of the Borgo vegetables garden. Bread and “pasta” are 
absolutely homemade! The particularity of dishes is underlined by the combination 
with the different type of extra virgin olive oil coming from all the Italy.  A selection of 
at least 100 labels of the best oil Italian producers is proposed. The wine cellar offers 
the best wine tuscan labels selected by our “Fisar” sommelier. The restaurant proposes 
light lunch, menu à la carte, tasting menu, combined with wine tasting too, buffet, 
brunch, pizza making, welcome and business dinner, barbecue by the pool, honey oil, 
wine tasting with sommelier. 

EVENT SPACES OUTDOOR 
Depending on year’s season, Borgo I Vicelli offers outdoor spaces for unique and 
elegant events, party and weddings:
the Small Paved Square in the Borgo center near the Old Stove for pizza party/making,
the wedding lawn for the celebration with symbolic and civil rites,
the swimming pool area for the aperitives,
the terrace open sky with large umbrellas for the wedding and group dinner.
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